Toward the Healing of Self and World_
JOANNA MACY moves us from our shallow environmentalism to 'deep ecology',
showing how our environmental concerns are ultimately a spiritual problem
- of reconnection to the whole planetary system and its inhabitants.

A

new paradigm is emerging in our time. Through
its lens we see reality structured in such a way that all
life-fonns affect and sustain each other in a web of
radical interdependence. This organic interconnectedness is what we call our deep ecology .'
"Deep Ecology" is a tenn coined by Norwegian
philosopher Arne Naess, to contrast with "shallow
environmentalism," a band aid approach applying
piecemeal technological fixes for short-tenn goals.
Deep Ecology teaches us that we humans are neither
the rulers nor the centre of the universe, but are
embedded in a vast living matrix and subject to its laws
of reciprocity . Deep ecology represents a basic shift in
ways of seeing and valuing, a shift beyond
anthropocentrism.
Anthropocentrism means human chauvinism .
Similar to sexism, but substitute human race for
man and all other species for woman . (It's about
the human race being oppressive to other species
and the environment.]
When humans investigate and see through their
layers of anthropocentric self-cherishing, a most
profound change in consciousness begins to take
place . Alienation subsides. The human is no
longer an outsider, apart ...
What a relief then! The thousands of years of
imagined separation are over and we begin to
recall our true nature. That is, the change is
a spiritual one .
sometimes referred to as
deep ecology.
- John Seed
There are, of course, manifold ways of evoking or
provoking this change in perspective. Methods of
inspiring the experience of deep ecology range from
prayer to poetry, from wilderness vision quests to the
induction of altered states of consciousness . The most
reliable is direct action in defense of Earth - and it is
spreading today in many fonns.
The Greening of the Self
Something important is happening in our world
that is not reported in the newspapers. I consider it
the most fascinating and hopeful development of our
time, and it is one of the reasons I am so glad to be
alive today. It has to do with what is occurring to the
notion of the self .
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The self is the hypothetical
piece of turf on which we
construct our strategies for
survival, the notion around which
we focus our instincts for selfpreservation, or need for selfapproval, and the boundaries for
our self-interest .
The conventional notion of
the self with which we have been
raised and to which we have been
conditioned by mainstream
culture is being undennined.
What Alan Watts called "the
skin-encapsulated ego" and
Gregory Bateson referred to as
"the epistemological error of
Occidental civilization" is being
unhinged, peeled off. It is being
replaced by concepts of identity
and self-interest which are much
wider than the conventional ego
. . . by what you might call the ecological self, coextensive with other beings and.the life of our planet.
At a recent lecture on college campus, I gave the
students examples of activities which are currently
being undertaken in defense of of life on Earth - actions
in which people risk their comfort and even their lives
to protect other species. In the Chipko, or tree hugging
movement in northern India, for example, villagers
fight'the deforestation of their remaining woodlands .
On the open seas, Greenpeace activists are intervening
to protect marine mammals from.slaughter. After that
talk, I received a letter from a stude~t I'll call Michael.
He wrote:
I think of the tree-huggers hugging my trunk,
blocking the chainsaws with their bodiei :. I feel
their fingers digging into my bark to stop the
steel and let me breathe. I hear the Bodhisattvas
(note: a Buddhist term for an enlightened ,
compassionate being) in their rubber boats as
they put themselves between the harpoons and
me, so I can escape to the depths of the sea . I
give thanks for your life and mine, and for life
itself. I give thanks for realizing that I too
have the powers of the tree -huggers and the
bodhisattvas.

Joanna Macy

The awakening
to our true self
is the awakening
to that entirety,
breaking out of
the prison-self
· of separate ego.

It says in the
Lotus Sutra that
the bodhisattva
hears the mµsic
of the spheres,
and understands
the language of
the birds, while
hearing the cries
in the deepest
levels of hell.

What is striking about Michael's words is the shift
in identification. Michael is able to extend his sense of
self to encompass the self of the tree and of the whale.
Tree and whale are no longer removed, separate,
disposable objects pertaining to a world "out there"
(outside of humans and insidethe environment); they
are intrinsic to his own vitality. Through the power of
his caring, his experience of self is expanded far beyond
the skin-encapsulated ego. I quote Michael's words not
because they are unusual, but to the contrary, because
they express a desire and a capacity that is being
released from the prison-cell of old constructs of self .
This desire and capacity are arising in more and more
people today as, out of deep concern for what is
happening to our world, they begin to speak and act on
its behalf.
Among those who are shedding these old constructs
of self, like old skin or a confining shell, is John Seed,
director of the Rainforest Information Centre in
Australia. One day we were walking through the
rainforest in New South Wales, where he has his
office, and I asked him, "You talk about the struggle
against the lumbering interests and politicians to save
the remaining rainforest in Australia. How do you deal
with the despair?"
He replied, "I try to remember that it's not me, John
Seed, trying to protect the rainforest. Rather I'm part of
the rainforest protecting myself . I am that part of the
rainforest recently emerged into human thinking ."
This is what I mean by the greening of the self. It
involves a combining of the mystical with the practical
and the pragmatic, transcending separateness, ali~nation , and fragmentation. It is a shift that Seed himself
calls "a spiritual change," generating a sense of
profound interconnectedness with all life.
This is hardly new to our species. In the past, poets
and mystics have been speaking and writing about these
ideas, but not people on the barricades agitating for
social change . Now the sense of an encompassing self ,
that deep identity with the wider reaches of life, is a
motivation for action. It is a source of courage that
helps us stand up to the the powers that are still,
through force of inertia, destroying the fabric oflife .
I am convinced that this expanded sense of self is the
only basis for adequate and effective action.
Three developments converge in our time to call
forth the ecological self . They are: 1. the psychological
and spiritual pressure exerted by current dangers of
mass annihilation , 2. the emergence in science of the
systems view of the world, and 3. a renaissance of
nondualistic forms of spirituality .

DEEP

ECOLOGY

We could use other terms for it - like the
systemic, self-organizing nature of reality, or
the dynamic immanence of god or goddess,
or the Jewelled Net of Indra. Vietnamese
monk-poet

Thich Nhat Hanh calls it

"Interbeing. " The term "Deep Ecology" is
perhaps preferable, for reasons of religious/
secular inclusiveness and also conceptual
specificity - incorporating, as we do, scientific insights from the ecological and systems
view of the world.
We turn to this optic of radical interdependence - whatever name we use for it - because
it can serve the healing of our world and its
very survival. It can shift the way we perceive
ourselves and each other, replacing isolation
and fear with a living sense of our deep
mutuality. It can broaden our sense of self
and self-interest, uncovering our wider identity with the living planet itself. Revealing
the dependent co-arising of systems, it helps
us see levers for change in the institutionalized forms offear and greed that are destroying our world. It shows us that scope of our
freedom to act on behalf of all beings.
To benefit from this paradigm and put it to
work in our lives, we must make it experiential, immediate, and practical. That is the
purpose of Deep Ecology work.

Joanna Macy

1. Current Dangers of Mass Annihilation
Pain for the World
The move to a wider ecological sense of self is in
large part a function of the dangers that are threatening
to overwhelm us aWe are confronted by social breakdown , wars, nuclear proliferation and the progressive
destruction of our biosphere . Polls show that people
today are aware that the world, as they know it, may
come to an end. This loss of certainty that there will be
a future is the pivotal psychological reality of our time.
Over the past twelve years my colleagues and I
have worked with tens of thousands of people in North
America , Europe, Asia, and Australia, helping them
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JOANNA MACY
will be giving a training course
entitled the "Theory and Practice
of Deep Ecology Work" from
May 23 -29th, 1992.
The workshop is sponsored by the
Gestalt Centre. Contact Them At

0727 864 806

confront and explore what they know and feel abo• t
what is happening to their world. The purpose of this
work, which was first known as Despair and Empowerment Work, is to overcome the numbing and powerlessness that result from suppression of painful responses to
massively painful realities.
As their grief and fear for the world is allowed to be
expressed without apology or argument and validated
as a wholesome, life-preserving response, people break
through their avoidance mechanisms , break through
their sense of futility and isolation . Generally what they
break through into is a larger sense of identity . It is as if
the pressure of their acknowledged awareness of the
suffering of our world stretches or collapses the
culturally defined boundaries of the self.
It becomes clear, for example, that the grief and
fear experienced for our world and our common future
are categorically different from similar sentiments
relating to one's personal welfare . This pain cannot be
equated with dread of one 's own individua l demise. Its
source lies less in concerns for personal survival than in
apprehensions of collective suffering - of what looms
for human life and other species and unborn generations
to come . Its nature is akin to the original meaning of
compassion - 'suffering with' . It is the distress we feel
on behalf of the larger whole of which we are a part .
And, when it is is so defined, it serves as a trigger or
gateway to a more encompassing sense of identity,
inseparable from the web of life in which we are as
intricately interconnected as cells in a larger body.
This shift in consciousness is an appropriate,
adaptive response . For the crisis that threatens our
planet, be it seei:iin its military, ecological, or social
aspects, derives from a dysfunctional and pathogenic
notion o"fthe self. It is a mistake about our place in the
order of things . It is the delusion that the self is so
separate and fragile that we must delineate and defend
its boundaries, that it is so small and needy that we
must endlessly acquire and end lessly consume, that it is
so aloof that we can as individua ls, corporations,
nation-states or as a species be immune to what we do
to other beings .
This view of human nature is not new, of course .
Many have felt the imperative to extend self-interest to
embrace the whole . What is notable in our situation is
that this extension of identity can come not through an
effort to be noble or good or altruistic, but simply to be
present and own our pain. T hat is why this shift in the
sense of self is credible to people. As the poet Theodore
Roethke said, " I believe my pain".
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Participants in the Council of All Beings speak formally
and spontaneous ly on behalf of other species.

2. Science and the Systems View
Cybernetics of the Self
The findings of 20th century science undermine the
notion ofa separate self, distinct from the world it
observes and acts upon. As Einstein showed, the selfs
perceptions are shaped by its changing position in
relation to othe r phenomena. And these phenomena are
affected not only by location but, as Heisenberg
demonstrated, by the very act of observation. Now
contemporary systems science and systems cybernetics
go yet further in challenging old assumptions about a
distinct, separate, continuous self.
We are open, self-organizing systems; our very
breathing, acting, and thinking arise in interaction with
our shared world through the currents of matter, energy,
and information that flow through us. In the web of
relationships that sustain these activities , there are no
clear lines demarcating a separate self. As systems
theorists aver, there is no categorical "I" set over and
against a categorical "you" or "it".
One of the clearer expositions of this is offered by
Gregory Bateson, whom I earlier quoted as saying that
the abstraction of a separate "I" is "the epistemological
fallacy of Western civilization". He says that the
process that decides and acts cannot be neatly identified
with the isolated subjectivity of the individual or
located within the confines of the skin. He contends that
"the total self-corrective unit that processes information
is a system whose boundaries do not at all coincide with
the boundaries either of the body or what is popularly
called 'self or 'consciousness'".
He goes on to say, "The self is ordinarily
understood as only a small part of a much larger
trial-and-error system which does the thinking ,
acting, and deciding."
Bateson uses the example of a woodcutter, about to
fell a tree. His hands grip the handle of the axe.
Whump , he makes a cut, and then whump, another cut.
What is the feedback circuit, where is the information
that is guiding that cutting down of the tree? That is
the self-correcting unit, that is what is doing the
choppi ng dow n of the tree.

Deep ecology
serves as the
explanatory
principle both
for the pain we
experience on
behalf of our
planet and its
beings ~and for
the sense of
belonging that
arises when we
stop repressing
that pain and let
it reconnect us
with our world .

It becomes clear,
for example, that
the grief and fear
experienced for
our world and our
common future

In anotheritlustration, a blind person with a cane is
walking along the sidewalk. Tap, tap, whoops, there's
a fire hydrant, there's a curb. What is doing the
walking? Where is the self then of the blind person?
What is doing the perceiving and deciding? That selfcorrective feedback circuit is the arm, the hand, the
cane, the curb, the ear. At that moment that is the
self that is walking.
Bateson's point is that the self as we usually define
it is an improperly delimited part of a inuch larger field
of interlocking processes. And he maintains that:

are categorically
different from
similar sentiments
relating to one's
personal welfare.

This false reification of the self is basic to the
planetary ecological crisis in which we find ourselves. We have imagined that we are a unit of
survival and we have to see to our own survival, and
we imagine that the unit of survival is the separate
individual or a separate species, whereas in reality
through the history of evolution, it is the individual
plus the environment, the species plus the environnent, for they are essentially symbiotic.
The self is a metaphor. We can decide to limit it
to our skin, our person, our family, our organization,
or our species. We can select its
boundaries in objective reality. As
the systems theorists see it, our
consciousness illuminates a small arc
in the wider currents and loops of
knowing that interconne.ct us. It is
just as plausible to conceive of mind
as coexistent with these larger
circuits, the entire "pattern that
connects" as Bateson said.
Do not think that to broaden the
construct of self this way involves an
eclipse of one's distinctiveness. Do
not think that you will lose your
identity like a drop in the ocean
merging into the oneness of Brahman. From the systems perspective
this interaction, creating larger

wholes and patterns, fosters and even requires
diversity. You become more yourself. Integration
and differentiation go hand in hand.

3. Non-Dualistic Spirituality
The Boundless Heart of the Bodhisattva
A third factor that nourishes deep ecological
consciousness in our world today is the resurgence of
nondualistic spirituality. We find it in many realms
- in Sufism in Islam, Creation Spirituality in Christianity, and in Buddhism's historic coming to the West.
Buddhism is distinctive in its clarity and sophistication
about the dynamics of self. In much the same way as
systems theory does, Buddhism undermines categorical
distinctions between self and other. It then goes farther
than systems theory in showing the pathogenic
character of any reifications of the self, and in offering
continued on page 29

WORLD AS LOVER, WORLD AS SELF
Joanna Macy's Newest Book
Joanna Macy's book "World As Lover, World As Self' was published in 1991
by Parallax Press. In it she describes two prevailing world views: the world as
a battlefield, where good and evil are pitted against each other, and the world
as trap, from which we must disentangle ourselves and escape. But both
these views continue our estrangement from ourselves and our environment.
Joanna Macy's answer to these destructive and distancing ideas is a radical
shift in perspective where we see the "world as lover" - as a partner with
whom we have a most gratifying relationship. In this partnership we rediscover the "world as self'.
Her previous book, "Despair and Empowerment in the Nuclear Age" is wellknown, and she did workshops on that topic in London and around the world.
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methods for trapscending these difficulties and
healing this suffering. What the Buddha woke
up to under the Bodhi tree was paticca
samuppada, the dependent co-arising
of phenomena, in which you cannot
isolate a separate, continuous self.
We think, "What do we do with the
self, this clamorous 'I', always wanting
attention, always wanting its goodies? Do
we crucify it, sacrifice it, mortify it, punish
it, or do we make it noble?" Upon awaking
we realize, "Its just a convention!" When
you take it too seriously , when you suppose
that it is something enduring which you
have to defend and promote, it becomes the
foundation of delusion, the motive behind
our attachments and our aversions.
Consider the Tibetan portrayal of the
wheel of life, that mythically depicts all the
realms of being. At the very centre of that
wheel of suffering are three figures: the
pig, the rooster and the snake they
represent delusion , greed and hatred - and
they just chase each other around and
around. The linchpin of all the pain is the
notion of our self , the notion that we have
to protect that self or conquer on its behalf
or do something with it.
The point of Buddhism , and, I think, of
deep ecology too, is that we do not need to
be doomed to the perpetual rat-race. The
vicious circle can be broken. It can be
broken by wisdom , meditation and morality
- that is when we pay attention to our
experience and our actions and discover
that they do not have to be in bondage to a
, separate self .
The sense of interc onnectedne ss that
can the arise , is imaged one of the most
beautiful image s coming out of the
Mahayana as the jewelled net of Indra. It
is a vision of reality structured very much
like the holographic view of the universe ,
so that each being 1s a j ewel at each node
of the net , and each Jewel reflects all the
other , refle cting back and catching the
reflection , ju st as systems the ory sees that
the part contam s the whole.
The awakenin g to our true self is the
awakening to that entirety , breaking out of
the prison-self of separate ego. The one
who perceives this is the bodhi sattva - and
we are all bodhisattva s becau se we are all
capable of experiencmg that it is our true
nature. We are profoundl y mterconnected
and therefore we are all able to recognize
and act upon our deep , mtricate , and
intimate, inter-existence with each other
and all beings. That true nature of ours is
already present in our pain for the world.
0
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When we turn our !lyes away from that
homele ss figure , are we i nd 1fferent, or is
the pain of seeing him or her too grea t? Do
not be easily duped by the opparen t
indifferen ce of those around you. What
look s like apat hy is really the fear of
s uff e rin g. But the bodhisattva knows that to
experience th e pain of all beings it is
necessa ry to ex p erience their joy. It says in
th e Lotu s Sutra that the bodhisattva hears
the mu s ic o f the sp heres, and understll nd
the la ng uage of th e birds, whi le hearing the
c ries in th e d eepest leve ls of hell .

There is the sense of being acted
through and sustained by those very beings
on whose behalf one acts. This is very close
to the ·religious concept of grace. In systems
language we can talk about it as a synergy.
But with this extension, thi s greening of the
self, we can find a sense of buoyanc y and
re silience that comes from letting flow
through us strengths and re sources that
come to us with continuous surprise and
sense of bl ess ing.

One of the thin gs I like best about the
eco log ica l se lf that is arising in our time, is
that it is makin g mo ral ex hortati o n irreleva nt. Ser m oni zin g is both boring and
ineff ective. As Arne Naess says,

In Deep Ecology Work we draw o n all
the developments described above. We let
them deepen our under standing of our own
experience and heighten our capacity to
take part in the healing of our world . We
interweave the emotional, the cognitive ,
and th e spir itual
and begin to harve st the
vast resources available to us. Through
tes ted m ethod s th at include interactive
exe rcises, ritual forms, m edi tati o ns with
breath, body and ima g in g, and plain , hon es t
shar in g, we rediscover wider reaches of
our se lv es and build courage
and skill s for soc ial action. T he stages of
th e workshop progress from mourning o r
despair work, to the exploration of our

The extens ive moralizing w ithin the
eco log ical movement has give n the
publii: th e false impression that they
are being asked to make ti st1c11t1cc
to show more respon~ 1htl1ty, 1n1llC
concern, and a n1ce1 111111,1I
,t,11Hl,11d.
But all of that WO\lld l111\~11aturnlly
a nd easily ifthl! ~l·l1 Wl'IC wrdl!ned
and dcepen l!d so that the protection
of nature wus fell and perceived as
protection ot our very se lve s.
Please notl! thi s impor tal1t point: virtue
is not required for the g ree nin g of the self
or the emergence of the eco log ical self. The
shi Ii in identification at this point in our
history is required precisely because moral
exho rt ation doesn't wo rk . and because
sermons sel dom hinder us from following
our se lf -interest as we conceive it.
The obvious choice, then. is to exten d
our notions of selt~inte rest. For example, It
would not occur to me to plead with you.
"Oh. don't saw off your leg. That would hi:
an act of violence." It wouldn't occur to
me, o r yo u because you r leg is part of you 1
body. Well. so are the trees in the Amawn
rain basin . They are our extern<1I lun gs.
And wear~ beginning to reali ze that the
world is our body.
This eco logical se lf. like any noti on ol
se lfh ood, is a metaphoric construct and a
dynamic one. It involves choice; choices
can be made to ide ntif y at different
moments with different dimensions or
aspects of o ur syste mi call y interrelated
ex istence be they hun kd whales or
homeless humans or the planet itself. In
doing this the extended sel f brings into play
wider resou rces courage. endura nce,
ing e nuit y like a nervt: ce ll in a neural net
open in g to the charge of th e other neuron s
continued on page 31

DEEP ECOLOGY WORKSHOPS

int ercon nect edne ss with all bein gs through
space and time , a nd on to th e p ower that
is unleashed by the experience of thi s
deep ecology.

Dee p eco logy remain s a concept without
the power to transform our awa ren ess, unless
we allow ourselves to feel which m ea ns
fee ling the pain within us ove r what is
happening to our world. Th e workshop
serves as a safe place where this pain can be
acknowledged, plumb ed , released. Often it
arises as a dee p ·sense of lo ss over what is
s lippin g away anci ent forests and clean
ri ve rs, birds ong , breathable air. It is appropriate, then , to mourn
for once at lea st, to
speak our so rrow. As parti ci pant s let thi s
happ en, in the whole group o r in small
clusters. hopele ss ness is expressed.
continued on page 32
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There is also something more : a rage
welling up and passionate caring .

is certainly suflic.ient to allow us to,shake off
for a W,hjle omr solely human identification
and unaginatively to enter the experience
of other life-forms . It is as satisfying to do
this as to resurrect a half-forgotten skill or
sing, after years, a once familiar song. The
worksh?P helps us feel our way. In the
ritual form known as the Council of All
Beings we choose - or as I prefer to put it,
let ourselves be chosen by - another lifeform. We give it our attention, we give it
our voice, hearken to inner intuition s,
stretch to see and feel what lies just barely
beyond our human knowing s.

Our interconnectedness emergesU I ht
ground of this anger and grief. Why cl1e do
we weep for other beings and those nul y~I
born? There's no cause for so great I\
sadness if at root we are not one. Deep
ecology serves as the explanatory principle
both for the pain we experience on beht1lf
of our planet and its beings, and for the
sense of belonging that arises when we atop
repressing that pain and let it reconnect us
with our world.
As organic expressions of life on earth,
we have a long and panoramic history . We
are not yesterday's children, nor are we
limited to this one brief moment of our
planet's story; our roots go back to the
beginning of time. We can learn to remember them. The knowledge is in us . As in our
mother's wombs our embryonic bodie s
recapitulated the evolution of cellular life
on earth, so we qa n now do it consciously,
harnes sing intullcct and the power of
imagination . We con reclaim our history in
order to know a fresh our deep ecology.
Ce rtain method s help trigger this remembering. Guided visualizations can take us
through our four and a half billion year
story , making it present and vivid.
It has been discovered that nonhuman
memories can surface with particular
intensity and authenticity when consciousness is altered by special accelerated
patterns of breathing. Stanislav and
Christina Grof developed what they call
holotropic breathing to permit subjects to
recapture and resolve significant experiences surrounding their birth. They have
found that the material that comes to light
often goes beyond the biographical and
even the human realm to include
phylogenetic sequences and episodes of
conscious identification with other species
and life forms. These are so real 11sto
produce remarkable insightS into
specificit ies of anima l behoviour , bo tnni ca l
processes, and even interactio11s of mutter
at the suborganic level.
After Years of such work, 01 , P,101'
concluded that:
In a yet unexplained way eocll l1111u1111
being contains th e informotio11 1tho111
the entire universe or all of cxiNlt:mtl,
has potential experiential occcss to 1111
its parts , and in a sense Is the whulo
cosmic network , as mu ch os ho en1h
is just an infinitesimal port ol ii
Now we don ' t require holohoflk h11,1
thing to realize that ordinary co 11Mcioo~1t H
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As participants in the Council of All
Beings speak formally and spontaneously
on behalf or other species, a vaster sense
arises of the drama of our time and of the
resources available to us in the web of life.
They are especially alert to this because of
cognitive work we have done on open
systems. With our recognitions of the
radical interrelatedness of all that is, self
doubt and discouragement begin to fall
away. Fresh vision and vigour is gained for
our work in the world.

To apply them in our daily lives, tools
are needed, as well as skills and networks
for action. These we begin to fashion in the
closing stages of the workshop . Deep
ecology as a lived reality has distinctive
implications for the teacher, the parent,
the psychotherapist, the manager, the
community organizer ... so we help each
other discern and clarify the distinctive role
that each person can play in the healing of
our world.
In so doing we discover our capacity
for mutual empowerment. Tru st awakens,
and joy in the gift of life. It is good that
this is so, for the crises we now confront
demand more of us than business-asusual. They require depth s of wisdom
and courage that appear to exceed our
individual supplies. Yet these become
available to us, as we break free of the
prison cell of isolated human ego and
open to our deep ecology.
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